Abstract-Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) schemes designed to increase channel capacity face strong limitations when a large number of antennas must be deployed in a terminal due to size constrains. This letter discusses how the different combinations of the three types of diversities-namely spatial, radiation pattern, and polarization diversity-can be used to get an improved capacity in compact terminals. The study compares realistic combinations that overcome the need for a large number of radiating elements in the user terminal.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THEIR initial conception, multiple-input-multipleoutput (MIMO) systems explode mainly spatial diversity to achieve an increase in channel capacity, that is, several radiating elements are separately placed. However, the limited size allowed at the terminal side and the need for large deployment of radiating elements [1] have motivated the use of the other types of diversities i.e., polarization diversity [2] , [3] and radiation pattern diversity [4] - [6] .
Many of the previous referred works are mixed strategies that simultaneously use two of the previously mentioned sources of diversity and have been shown to increase capacity or to overcome space limitation in the deployment of a large number of antennas. An example of that is multimode antennas that have been shown to be a good alternative in compact MIMO systems to provide the system with both spatial and radiation pattern diversity at the terminal side [6] . Multimode antennas, as the ones designed in [7] , provide several radiation patterns, and the orthogonality or separability of these radiation patterns is key to provide full diversity. As the number of radiation patterns increases in a multimode antenna, the overlapping regions grow, and this increases correlation in the channel matrix, and therefore decreases spectral efficiency in most of channel knowledge and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scenarios. A way to overcome this problem is to add different orthogonal polarizations to each of the radiation patterns. This would not provide strictly a third source of diversity, given that each antenna only provides one polarization, but it will help to decrease the correlation in the radiation patterns. As mentioned, the authors have proposed the use of radiation pattern diversity as a simple way of obtaining an increased channel capacity in [6] including the antenna design [7] . Now with this work, we propose to complete the study including also polarization as shown in Fig. 1 . The objective is threefold: 1) to provide an additional source of diversity by itself; 2) to overcome modal correlation due to overlapping radiation patterns; and 3) to decrease the distance between antennas without significantly increasing channel correlation. Polarization diversity is well known as its use alone is previous to the development of MIMO systems, but even if we can find in the literature some examples of its combination with the other types of diversity [8] - [10] , its aggregation has not been studied in a systematic way.
The purpose of the present work is to study the performance of the combination of the three types of diversities in the same terminal, enabling this way the design of compact terminals. A general channel model, extended from the one in [6] , is provided, and the spectral efficiency study is made by simulation. We will show different scenarios combining two or three types of diversities, and we will derive general conclusions that can be applied afterwards to particular designs.
The letter is divided as follows. Section II details the developed channel model that has been used in the simulations and that includes the three diversities sources in the channel. Section III shows the most relevant results of the study of the combination of the diversities, and finally Section IV summarizes the main conclusions of the study.
II. SOURCES OF DIVERSITY IN AN MIMO CHANNEL
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port. Several multimode antennas placed at different positions provide space diversity. Each multimode antenna may provide the system with two additional sources of diversity. The first one is the radiation pattern diversity; each mode of the antenna may provide different radiation patterns that are simultaneously active and covering different spatial ranges. Furthermore, each of these patterns may provide different polarizations, allowing the system with the second source of diversity.
Thus, for our model, the basic element in the antenna array is not the antenna anymore, but each of the field patterns (radiation patterns with its corresponding polarization), which we will identify as mode. The number of multimode antennas in the transmitter and receiver is respectively set to and . For simplicity, we assume that all the antennas at the transmitter have the same number of modes and for the receiver . If we assume a flat fading characteristic for the channel, the MIMO channel is described by an channel matrix , where describes the fading path from the th port of the th transmitting antenna to the th port of the th receiving antenna . The fading coefficient can be modeled like the Green's function [11] sampled at the position of the th receiving antenna given that the th transmitting antenna is located at point source (1) where is the field pattern of th mode in receive antenna in vector direction and is the received electric field originated at the transmitted side by the th port of th antenna placed at . It should be noted that the field pattern carries information on the polarization and radiation pattern of the multimode antenna. Respectively, the received electric field can be modeled as the superposition of the scattered transmitted field (2) where is the transformation dyad that randomly changes the direction of the transmitted field [12] . The second equality comes from the fact that the transmitted field is a superposition of the plane waves , originated by the antenna in position with a field pattern . The vector space can be sampled into plane waves in the transmitter with and plane waves in the receiver with to cover all the space. Then, from (1) and (2) (3)
A. Diversity Scenarios
Each multimode antenna field pattern may provide the system with two sources of diversity, radiation pattern and polarization diversity, since each multimode field pattern provides a particular radiation pattern with a specific polarization in the direction of maximum radiation. In the general model provided in (3), polarization diversity maybe fully introduced to provide each radiation pattern with the two polarizations, to prevent the overlapping areas of the radiation patterns that generate high correlation [6] or to decrease the distance between the multimode antennas.
We next present all combinations of radiation pattern-polarization-spatial diversity that arise from different particularizations of the channel model in (3) . For the sake of simplicity, we focus on the diversity scenarios at the terminal side; all diversity scenarios provided next could have a straightforward extension to the transmitter side.
• Scenario I (radiation pattern/spatial diversity): The number of antennas is . The number of modes is , thus the field pattern has a different radiation pattern for each of the modes, and all the modes have the same polarization. This scenario is the one presented in [6] .
• Scenario II (polarization/spatial diversity): The number of antennas is . The number of modes is if we assume two orthogonal polarizations in each of the antennas, and thus the field patterns and have a common overlapping radiation pattern and the two mentioned orthogonal polarizations.
• Scenario III (polarization/radiation pattern): The number of antennas is . The number of modes is given by the number of different radiation patterns and polarization scenarios. Assuming two different radiation patterns and and each of them has two polarizations, then .
• Scenario IV (polarization/radiation pattern/spatial diversity): This scenario has two different implementations, in both cases with . If we restrict the number of radiation patterns to two and , we can have just one polarization in each of them, thus and and are orthogonal (Scenario IV.a). Also, we could implement both polarizations in each of the radiation patterns, and then and and would have the same polarization and and would also have the same polarization orthogonal to the one in and (Scenario IV.b). The first scenario is the one improving radiation pattern correlation by means of polarization. To characterize the transformation dyad in (3) for any of the scenarios, we assume the channel entries Gaussian and that the scatterers are independent and randomly change the plane wave impinging in direction to . Furthermore, we assume a separable model for the joint power angular spectrum (PAS) [13] and the angle between the field pattern in the transmitter/receiver and the electric field scattered noted as and , respectively.
At the bottom of the next page, we present the formulation for for each of the diversity scenarios presented assuming the same diversity scenario in both the transmitter and the receiver.
is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable with unit variance.
It should be noted here that mutual coupling between modes or antenna elements is not considered in our proposed model. However, it could be easily included by means of a coupling matrix as shown in [14] , given the separable matrix model that arise in the definition of as a product of several matrices for any of the diversity scenarios defined.
III. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY STUDY
Focusing in the downlink, any simulation study regarding channel capacity needs different realizations of , and this implies a particular sampling and of the wave space defined by the space vectors and and a particular antenna geometry. As a first approach, and given that the elevational angle spread is being measured to be much less than the azimuthal spread [15] , for all the simulations provided here, just azimuthal angle is taken into account, and it will be sampled uniformly generating . Also, linear arrays are considered with antenna separation of , except when other separation is explicitly noted. Other and have also been tested without significant change in the relative behavior. Simulation results evaluate the spectral efficiency with (4) Simulations are made by generating 5000 independent samples of matrix and averaging them to get the achievable rate.
With the aim of designing compact terminals, the results show the performance of the different diversity scenarios presented in Section II providing this diversity only at the receiver (terminal) side. It should be noted then that at the transmitter side, a fixed number of omnidirectional antennas is used. In some of the figures, we also use two reference scenarios for the receiver side, which are the classical MIMO scheme with omnidirectional antennas and the same scheme but with antennas. Initially, we assume we can have antennas with two ports, each port with the same broadside radiation pattern, but each one of them with a different orthogonal polarization (Scenario II). These antennas can be easily implemented as combinations of dipoles and shaped ring slots [8] . To further reduce the total antenna size, we also propose to use a single multimode antenna with four ports providing two different radiation patterns with the two polarizations each (Scenario III) [16] . These results are included in Fig. 2 . We can observe for the two proposals that we get similar performance to the reference scenario with four omnidirectional antennas and an important increase with respect to the three antennas with a significant decrease of the antenna size as we have only or antennas. Next, we fully introduce pattern diversity with each port of the antenna radiating with a different radiation pattern. These results are presented in Fig. 3 . We compare the case where the two radiation patterns have the same polarization (Scenario I) to a case where they have orthogonal polarizations (Scenario IV.a). The latter clearly overcomes correlation due to the radiation pattern overlapping and represents a case where the three diversities are used simultaneously. Furthermore, in this scheme, the performance approaches the one of four antennas in a row with the same interelement distance reducing again the size of the terminal. When simplicity is a requirement, the use of multimode antennas can be seen as a drawback. In this scenario, we can still design compact terminals not by reducing the number of radiating elements, but by decreasing the distance between elements. With this purpose, we have now studied whether the use of simple antennas with different polarizations can bring any advantage. Particularly, we propose to alternate two orthogonal polarizations for the antennas, but to keep the same radiation pattern for all of them, and all of them are also simple single-port antennas. For this study, we have worked with broadside radiation pattern, and we have studied two cases with two interelement distances and . The results are presented in Fig. 4 . We can conclude that we can significantly reduce the distance between elements, and by providing polarization diversity, we achieve higher capacity. For a distance of , the use or not of polarization diversity does not give any advantage. In this particular case, despite the small distance between antennas, mutual coupling is not an issue given that alternate polarizations provide very low mutual coupling.
IV. DISCUSSION
The introduction of more than one type of diversity allows the design of more compact terminals, given that the number of radiating elements needed is significantly decreased. The results presented in this study can serve as guidelines for terminal designers. Antennas providing combinations of the different types of diversities already exist in the literature. For instance, we can find compact designs for antennas with polarization diversity using the same radiation pattern as in [8] , but also with different radiation patterns for each polarization [17] . Both cases refer to two-port antennas, but also a four-port antenna corresponding to two radiation patterns, each of them with two polarizations, can be implemented if desired as in [16] , but assuming a more complicated and bigger antenna.
